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It was widely reported in the Belgian press in 2011 that no loft in Belgium
did better that the Henry family from Nandrin in 2011. They not only won 1st
in the KBDB Championship for extreme long distance in 2011 but were also
1st National Souillac (5,667) pigeons. Oother notable National performances
these included: 4th National Cahors (8,105 birds);12th National Souillac
(5,667); 13th Nat Brive (3,995); 17th Nat Cahors (8,105); 30th Nat Brive
(10,089); 38th Nat Tarbes (4,818); 57th Nat Marseilles (3,179); 70th Nat
(Cahors) (8,105); 93rd Nat Tulle yearlings(6,345); 96th National Marseille
(3,179) and 144th National Barcelona(12,170). Some of these truly
magnificent performances laid the foundation for the loft to finish 3rd General
Champions KBDB 2011, 8th National Ace pigeon long distance KBDB 2011 as
well as winning the very coveted award European Ace Pigeon Heavy Long
Distance.

Furthermore it was announced on Pipa pigeon’s web site in November of
last year that the winner of best Ace pigeon of Belgium 2011 for long distance
and grand distance (five prizes) was Leon Henry with a coefficient of 14.46.
Raoul & Xavier Verstraete of Oostakker were 2nd (coef 17.25) with the late
Robert Vaneycken 3rd (20.15). The performances of Leon Henry`s
outstanding pigeon to win this award were: 4th National Cahors (8,105 birds);

12th National Souillac (5,667); 166th National Tulle (5,124); 334th National
Brive (10,089) and 403rd National Limoges Zone C (5,269). I think fanciers will
agree this is a truly magnificent performance by a single pigeon and well
worthy of this accolade.        

When I write a report about a loft I usually finish off with the winning
performances but in this case I felt as these  fanciers are little known in the UK
I will reverse the trend and place their phenomenal racing record first to make
people appreciate early on how good these fanciers really are!

The Henry family are very modest fanciers who reside at Petit Baimont
farm. The partnership is made up of Leon (83), Alain (50) son and Maxime (25)
the grandson of the family and the only one who speaks English. Before Leon,
his father Leon (Snr) also raced pigeons as did his father Adrien before him so
you can see the passion for the sport has been passed down through five
generations of the Henry family. The present trio all live for their pigeons and
have great fun betting on their favourites during the racing campaign. They
really have a wonderful sense of humour and despite the language barrier
Alun Jones of Red Star Lofts and myself never stopped laughing from the time
we arrived until we departed two hours later.

Family miracle
During our conversation much of which was

translated by Georges-Henry Bodson (Secretary of
the Royal Belgian Flying Club and great friend of the
Henrys) it became clear why the Henry family live
life to the full and enjoy every moment . When
Maxime was 18 years old he was involved in a head
on car collision which left him in a coma for several
weeks. On one occasion while Alain was sitting by
Maxime’s bedside he decided to ring Leon at home
to see whether to send the young birds to the race
that weekend. As they discussed the options
Maxime opened his eyes and said, ‘Yes send them
and pool my favourite blue cock’.  One can imagine
many prayers had been said over previous weeks
since the accident but these prayers had now been
answered with the help of our feathered friends.
When a family goes through a life threatening
situation like that of the Henry family it makes you
take stock of what is important in life. The whole
Henry family certainly live life to the full and
appreciate the little things in life. 

Location
Nandrin is a picturesque town in the Liege

Condroz which is situated about 20km southwest of
Liege. This location is regarded as the gateway to
the Ardennes where hikers, walkers and cyclists are
in abundance. The green countryside supports
white cows and given the narrow country lanes
where foxes and deer can cross your path, and
hawks are frequently seen, this area reminds me of
my own native Wales.

Reputation for long distance flying
In pigeon circles Leon Henry has for a very long

time, been regarded as one of the best long
distance Walloon players (racers). His very first

Leon Henry of Nandrin

One of these top dual performance National winning pigeons from Tarbes (Agen), Barcelona, Perpignan, and Marseille

Maxime, Leon and Alain displaying some of their array of National trophies
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major success was in 1992 when he won the International race from
Perpignan with Medaille d`Or.  That year the race was flown on the hottest day
since 1947. The flight path was good but in the Rhone Valley which most
pigeons had to fly over the temperature rose to between 35˚ and 40˚ Celsus.
Only three pigeons made it home on the day into Belgium. The winner for
Leon Henry and the third National for Vandenbroucke-Deweerd are close
relatives of their Didi, 83-3085841 one of the best pigeons ever to fly in the
province of West Flanders.

Hard Taskmaster
This fantastic result put up in such a tough International race from

Perpignan where Medaille d`Or had a lead of 30 minutes (one hour in the
National) placed the colony of Leon Henry well and truly under the spotlight.
Interestingly this pigeon that was only a 2y when he won this race was also
winning the 20th single prize of his young career.
One must not forget that here we are talking about
an extreme long distance pigeon. This describes
perfectly the very tough regime imposed upon their
pigeons by the Henry family. Leon confided in me
saying, ‘We are probably the only long distance
colony in the world to race the youngsters as well as
the cocks in the four National races for youngsters
and they are never darkened and if they have
moulted a few flights together they just have to walk
home!’ 

Breeding Base
In 1987 Leon Henry heard through the Royal

Belgian Flying Club that West Flemish Champion
Joseph Vandenbroucke of Wielsbeke was
presenting two pigeons for the benefit of The
Queens Charity. He bought these two pigeons at
auction but a year later Joseph had an outstanding
son of one of these pigeons and asked Leon Henry
if he could have the pigeon back. To replace the
pigeon Joseph gave 20 eggs cost free to Leon
Henry. Among these eggs were the parents of
Medaille d`Or. Almost all the eggs contained the
blood of the famous Didi which, in 1989, became 1st
National Ace Pigeon Long Distance KBDB. So

fanciers can see that most of the Henry breeding colony contain the bloodlines
of this super champion and only a very few pigeons have been brought in
since.

After his great success Leon Henry rejected many offers from the Far East
Medaille d`Or and it is a credit to Leon Henry that he stayed on Belgian soil.
He was later donated to Joseph Vandenbroucke who provided the eggs of his
parents. Later Roger Vereecke acquired Medaille d`Or in return for a couple
of eggs but just at that moment Joseph became ill and sadly died. Medaille
d`Or later became the grandsire of the winner of 1st National Pau 2009 and
14th National Tarbes for Roger Vereecke. The Henrys did not own a lot of
direct children of this super cock. However his parents were kept and his
brothers and sisters were put into the breeding loft. Leon Henry believes that
for fanciers to be ultra-successful in the sport they need to find a ‘Golden Pair’
of breeders. Some never find these, others do. He added that they were
indeed lucky as the parents of this super champion Medaille d’Or are found in
most of the pigeons in their colony even though some offspring are now in the
fifth and sixth generation.

Friendship with Roger Vereecke
Leon Henry has been a great friend of Roger Vereecke for very many years

and over a long period of time the three Henrys visited Roger each year with
Georges-Henry Bodson. On each occasion a single youngster was
exchanged between these great champions. On many occasions Georges-
Henry visited the Henrys to see their pigeons arrive from the races and Roger
mentioned to me that in one of these races he saw the young birds return from
the La Souterraine National. Leon Henry sent 60 pigeons to the race and the
first arrival was the gift youngster that year from Roger Vereecke who later
became the dam of 1st National Souillac in 2011 for Leon Henry. This pigeon
was sold in 2011 for €30,000  and his brother sold for €25,000. It has to be
said that the majority of the champions housed at the Henry lofts contain the
spectacular bloodlines of Roger Vereecke. 

Maxime’s triumph  
The whole family agree that the success story of 2011 is almost all down to

Maxime who wakes up early every morning to clean, train and feed the
pigeons while his father is busy on the farm. After recovering from his terrible
car accident he gradually spent more and more time with the pigeons and was
able to develop his own pigeon fancier talents under the expert guidance of
his father and grandfather. He now selects what is good to keep and what is
not. In 2012 he has been promoted to head of the whole colony of racing

Maxime showing John his European Ace pigeon heavy long distance 2011Alain, Alun and Maxime enjoying a joke outside the Henry’s racing loft

The Henry’s racing lofts at Petit Balmont Farm.

The National winner from Souillac 2011.
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pigeons at the Henry lofts. Leon still offers his
expert view and it often happens during the season
that Maxime and Leon have a disagreement before
Alain gets involved to lower the tempers and
moderate the mind which has the effect of applying
the brake to the dispute. One of Alain`s favourite
tasks is to take care of all the bets on the pigeons.
Incidentally each pigeon has a complete record of
all his winnings throughout his racing career.   

The Racing System
The Henry team usually start the season with

55 widowers, 150 youngsters and 25 breeding
couples. The widowers fly their last race from
Perpignan and after returning home they build a
nest and rear a pair of youngsters. They are then
separated on 15th September. They are treated
with Baytril against Paratyphoid after completion
of the moult for 13 days and for five days against
canker before pairing up for an early clutch on
25th November. The youngsters are weaned on
20th January and the old birds are not repaired.
During the period 20th January to 31st March the
racers make do with a ration of 25g of Diat Mixture
a day. If the weather is good the widowers start
going out on April 1st and are soon taken by car a
distance of 30km (two or three times) then are
lifted to Signy (90km). Following this the birds get
more mileage under their wings through the Club
but the first serious race is from Limoges on June
6th. Thereafter the race team are split with half
going typically to Cahors and Barcelona and the
others going to Marseille and Perpignan. The
yearlings start at Chateauroux and have their exam at St Vincent and
Narbonne. The rest period between two classic races is two to three weeks
but it is very important that they have fully recovered from the previous race
before going again. On returning from a race the birds receive a full house
sports mixture which is fed twice a day and any remaining food is removed
in the evening. The last two feeds before basketing is opgevoederd with
Sports Extra containing plate maize and popcorn. Regarding extra vitamins
and supplements the schedule of top vet Vincent Schroeder is followed.
Also the race team are inspected every other week by the vet during the
season to ensure 100% health and treated if necessary. Although the entire
team is basketed at Lomoges after this at least five birds are entered in the
Classic races but those that survive all go to Perpignan if fit. Alain said he
usually pools 3y cocks as they are then much more reliable than the
younger pigeons.

Loft construction
It is considered of major importance that the loft is as closed on the outside

as far as possible if you want to win a lot of prizes and the best performances
in 2011 were put up in a small section of only three or four birds and this
included the National winner. At one time the racing loft had a gable roof but
this has now been replaced with a rear sloping roof with plastic corrugated
sheets. In the front wall of the pens above the pigeons is a 40cm wide
ventilation strip and at the rear is an open strip of 10cm. The ventilation is
above the birds and has a chimney effect which keeps the air fresh. The front
façade of the loft is mostly painted black to help warm the lofts up. ‘High
summer temperatures are absolutely safe’, said Alain, ‘the hotter the better.’

Leon Henry’s Ten Commandments. 
1. Natural health is essential
2. The quality of the pigeon is the unwritten law in the sport. Quality cannot be
obtained by pampering, only by adopting a spartan approach and a ruthless
selection.

3. The loft design must be well thought out to ensure the 100% health of its
inmates.
4. Practice your own system differently to others. Never chase celebrities
blindly as by doing so success will seldom be yours. Remember there are
more losers than winners in the sport.
5. The way the pigeons exercise tells you a lot about the condition of your
team. A fancier can only see this for himself as he daily observes the flock in
motion.
6. Medical support is now a necessity but limit its use if at all possible.
7. Power should come as cheaply as possible. Healthy cereals are a must but
many products on the market are a waste of money. Preferably do not use
polished cereal.
8. The place where you live often has a decisive influence on your pigeons.
For sprint and middle distance racing you should not live in Nandrin. Therefore
we play from long and extra long distance.
9. Observation of the pigeons in the loft is essential to get the best out of the
top racers. Appropriate hand action in the loft can change a normal flight into
a real success story.
10. Waiting for the birds to return is our biggest happiness. The long
distance game gives you time and space before the arrival of the pigeons
so you can enjoy a real party with your friends who come to watch!    

On behalf of Alun Jones and myself I want to thank the Henry family for
the wonderful welcome we received when among other things they cracked
open a bottle of Champagne. Many congratulations on their outstanding
performance in the Pau International race held on 22nd June when they
won 1st, 14th Provincial, 6th National (1,989 birds), 15th International
(8,399 birds).

You can contact me at Havachat Bungalow, Mwyndy, Pontyclun RCT
CF72 8PN, phone 01443 226809 or email jc.david@btinternet.com.

JOHN DAVID

Alain, John and Maxime in front of racing loft (Note the air gap underneath, black façade for warmth very
closed to elements and rear sloping plastic corrugated sheets)

The second comeback race was from
Tewkesbury, 123 miles to the lofts, 6 members
sent 39 birds. Due to bad weather the birds
were held over till the Sunday, released at
1000hrs in a west-south-west wind. Taking 1st
Jimmy Hogg with a hen on 1373 with Graham
Gornall 2nd on 1359 and the partnership of
Derek Wheatcroft & Brian Hodder 3rd. Returns
were good.

The third Channel race was from Messac,
412 miles to the lofts and 6 members sent 25
birds, liberated in a south-west wind at
0650hrs. Taking 1st and 2nd with widowhood
cocks was the partnership of Derek Wheatcroft
& Brian Hodder on 1479 and 1453. Alan Lewis
was 3rd on 1367. Some members had good
returns, others poor.

On to the third and final comeback race,

again from Tewkesbury. Jimmy Hogg has won
the other two, could he win all three? Six
members sent 53 birds, liberated at 1030hrs in
a west-south-west wind. In what was a very fast
race just missing out on the hat-trick of
comeback races Jimmy Hogg was 2nd on
1822, but the winners were Derek & Brian on
1841. I was 3rd on 1820. Returns were good.

The next, and final, old bird race was the big
one, Niort. Could Derek and Brian make it three
in a row? That would be a good one! Niort is
522 miles to most lofts and 5 members sent 22
birds. One can only say it hasn’t been a good
old bird season weather-wise, I don’t think
anyone has known anything like it. If this is
global warming I wouldn’t like it to be going
colder or wetter. Due to the weather the birds
had an extra day in the basket and were

released on the Sunday in a west-south-west
wind at 0700hrs. There were no club birds back
on the day, in fact there were only two in the
Fed. On the second day three members got a
bird back. So congratulations to Gary & Sam,
Derek & Brian and Pete. Hard lines, Derek &
Brian, you nearly did it, beaten into 2nd place
on 655 but what a good effort. The winners
were Gary & Sam Parkinson on 711 who have
to fly 524 miles to their lofts, winning with the
same bird that won Niort for them last year,
that’s some feat. In 3rd Pete Bibby on 610.
These were the only birds in the club in race
time, they truly deserve their perches.

Now it’s the young birds’ turn, let’s hope the
weather improves and they can get a bit of sun
on their backs.

DIANA WESTWELL

News from Great Harwood


